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ABSTRACT 

m_the r.n+ and CD+ A1 D. + Xl': + b . ·t b _n , _ l" a sorpt1.on spectra 1ave een 

obtained by laser excitation of these fragment ions. The 

ions are contained in a mass~selective quadrupole ion trap 

under collision free conditions. The spectra therefore re~ 

fleet the nascent internal energy distributions of the ions, 

which were produced by electron impact on cn:
4 

(CD 
4

) or 

c2H2 (C2D2). Both parent gases gave virtually identical 

spectra; large rotational and vibrational excitation was 

observed, The equipment was also capable of measuring the 

+ + 1 radiative lifetime of CH (CD) An (v=O), and the measured 

value, 815 nsec 1 is found to be in good agreement with 

theoretical calculations of this quantity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The CH+ radical has been the subject of numerous experimental and 

theoretical investigations since its spectroscopic identification by 

1 Douglas and Herzberg. This small, reactive radical is of great 

importance in combustion reactions and atmospheric chemistry and is 

believed to play a fundamental role in the creation of many small 

molecules within the interstellar clouds. The first spectroscopic 

observation of this ion was made in spectra of the interstellar medium,
2 

the observed transitions belonging to the CH+ A1II + x1z+ system. 

Klemperer and Solomon3 have made a detailed analysis of the inter~ 

stellar processes involving CH+ which are believed to have a significant 

effect upon the molecular composition of interstellar clouds. This 

ion is believed to be important in the formation of CH, CO, CN and 

several other molecular species. The chemistry involved in these 

processes is intimately related to the relative concentrations of the 

species involved. These concentrations must be inferred from an analysis 

of observed line strengths of stellar spectra and known or calculated 

oscillator strengths. In the case of CH+, the uncertainty in the 

radiative lifetime for the A+ X transition manifests itself in a large 

uncertainty in stellar abundance and, in turn, to confusion over the 

relative importance of various chemical reactions occurring in the 

interstellar medi.um. This uncertainty arises not from the lack of 

experimental and theoretical study, but from the failure of such study 

to reach a consistent result. 

4 Until recently the only experimental method useful in the high 

resolution study of molecular fragment ions has been emission spectres-

copy. While this technique is a powerful one, radiative transition 
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rates obtained in this manner are subject to errors which are often 

difficult to identify or estimate. The problems arise from the cornpli~ 

cated nature of the excitation process. One often creates many highly 

exci.ted states which may cascade down to the level of interest leading 

to a distortion in the measured decay rate. The A1 TI ·+ x1 z:+ radiative 

5-9 decay rate has been the subject of five experimental studies each 

resulting in apparently single exponential decay curves corresponding 

to radiative lifetimes ranging from 70 nsec to 630 nsec for the (0~0) 

band. All of the experimental values also appeared to contradict the 

h . 1 . f y h. . 1 10 800 t eoret1ca. est1mate o .. os Tmlne ~ !'!._•, T 
0 

"' nsec. 

We have developed a technique with which we obtain the laser in~ 

duced fluorescence spectra of ions confined to a small (1 cc) spatial 

region within a three dimensional radio frequency quadrupole trap. 

11 
This trap is similar to the arrangement described by Dawson, and it 

allows us to store large numbers of ions for time periods which are 

limited only by collisions with background neutral gas molecules. Using 

the Langevin estimate for the ion-neutral collision rate, we find that 

-5 
for a neutral gas background pressure of 10 Torr, each ion will 

experience one collision per msec, This is expected to be an upper 

bound for the actual collision rate and, in practice, we find little 

difficulty in storing reactive species, such as CH+, for periods of 5 

to 10 msec in this pressure range, Because the trap can store ions 

for such long periods this arrangement provides an attractive possi-

bility for the study of radiative decay rates, Ions which are in the 
;;-, 

ground (or an optically metastable) electronic state can be excited 

with a brief laser pulse and the resulting fluorescence monitored as a 

function of time, The observed decay rate provides an unambiguous 

measurement of the upper levels' radiative lifetime. 



The experimental system described here is capable of storing ions 

in a mass selective mode, thus removing any doubt, in most cases, as to 

the identity of the ion under investigation. The degree of mass differ-

entiation is variable, and in the high resolution mode of operation 

ions differing by only 1 amu can be resolved. Such resolving power is 

important in any studies involving hydrogen-containing ions. 

We present here a detailed description of our experimental apparatus 

+ + 1 1 + and results on the CH and CD A TI - X I: system, 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The ion trap used in this study was one of cylindrical geometry 

which has been described in detail elsewhere.
12 

This configuration 

was selected instead of the more general hyperbolic geometry in an 

effort to minimize electric field distortion introduced by the presence 

of laser beam entrance and exit holes in the electrode. The trap con-

sists of a cylindrical center electrode and two flat end electrodes, 

positioned at opposite ends of the cylinder. The general configuration 

is illustrated in Fig, 1. The details of trap operation will be briefly 

outlined here. Further details may be obtained in the references already 

cited, 

The principles of operation are an extension to three dimensions 

of those involved in a conventional quadrupole ion lens, Application 

of an R.F, voltage to the center electrode creates a pseudo-potential 

in which ions are trapped regardless of their charge to mass ratio. By 

floating the applied R.F. voltage at some D.C. bias level a selectivity 

in the charge to mass ratios which are confined in the potential well 

is introduced. The degree of selectivity is determined by the relative 
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By the R, F, 

tude. at a fixed D,C, to R,F, ratio, the mass selection window may be 

shifted to different values. with ions of masses 

for 

Given the general design of the t·rap, the depth of the pseudo·~ 

13 
well can be expressed as 

D 

~3 .. 2 
x 10 V volts 

em amu Hl!z 

Here D 1.s calculated in volts, V is the maximum A.C, voltage be,. 

tween the electrodes, z0 is half the minimum separation of the cap 

electrodes, M is the ion mass in amu, and f is the applied field fre~· 

quency in z. In the present study the values for these para~ 

meters z
0 

= 1, V ~ 200, M 13 and f = 1, and the corresponding 

well is 19 volts, The well depth determines the number of ions 

which can be trapped, since the trap reaches :its maximum capacity when 

the space potential cancels the trapping potentiaL At this 

the maximum concentration of ions is by13 

n 
rnax 

.l c: 6 ·· 106:""D· "'D. X . 

Thns for a well depth of 19 volts we find that 3 x 107 
ions can be 

When the instrument is operated as a mass spectrometer the 

total ty of the is smaller by a factor which is difficult to 

calculate; however, the variation of laser induced fluorescence inten-

s with increasing mass selectivity for ions such as + + and co· 

indicates an ion density drop by a factor between 2 and 5, In the 

present study, the fragmentation pattern of CH
4
_ necessitated the use of 

bias conditions capable of discriminating between ions differing by 

1 EUUU" 



Ions are created within the trap by electron impact ionization of 

a selected background neutral gas which is introduced into the vacuum 

chamber through a variable leak valve and \vhich is maintained at a 

~6 -5 + 
pressure of from 10 to 10 Torr. Fragment CH was generated by the 

electron impact dissociation of CH
4 

(approx. 2-3% of the total ion 

+ products) and CD was produced analogously from CD
4

. The trap has been 

found to attain maximum ion density after a 2 msec electron pulse from 

an electron gun producing an average e beam current of 10 vamp. 

The electron gun consists of a resistively heated 1 em strip of 

0.25 mm diameter thoriated tungsten wire mounted on a ceramic base and 

enclosed within a metal shield which is floated at the center electrode 

potential. This shielding serves to reduce scattered light emitted from 

the hot filament. One of the focusing lenses also serves as an electron 

shutter through the application of a high voltage pulse to the lens 

element. 

While the trapping potential operates continuously, the remainder 

of the experiment is operated in a pulsed mode at a repetition rate of 

10-40 Hz. The remainder of the experiment is then most easily described 

by considering one experimental cycle which consists primarily of three 

parts: ion creation and confinement, excitation of the ions. and fluor~ 

escence signal detection. 

The experiment begins with the initiation of the electron beam which 

creates ions for a period of several milliseconds. The electron gun is 

then gated off and a delay period of several hundred microseconds ensues. 

During these times any necessary mass selection of the ions is allowed 

to stabilize. and any excited electronic states which have been created 

are permitted to relax radiatively. Radiative relaxation of excited 
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vibrational levels within stable electronic states is expected to be 

slow on the time scale of an experimental cycle.. The pressure range in 

1>Jhich we operate allovJs little or no collisional relaxation. After the 

~~ 1 

delay period, a 10 nsec, 1 em ..L bandwidth laser pulse from a Molectron 

laser pumped by a Molectron UV··,lOOO nitrogen laser is passed 

through the ion cloud. Laser induced fluorescence is then monitored at 

right angles to the laser beam. A lens and mirror system directs some 

of the fluorescence through the wire mesh end electrodes to a cooled RCA 

8575 photomultiplier tube. 

In addition to fluorescence, scattered laser light may also reach 

the detection system. In order to minimize this background radiation, 

the laser beam is collimated to about 0.5 em diameter with two lenses 

and directed through 0.5 meter arms (Fig. 2) containing light baffles on 

d d h 
14 

the entry an exit si e of t e trap. In addition to the baffle system 

the 10 nsec laser pulse allows the use of gated detection techniques to 

reduce the effects of scattered laser light. 

A signal from a trigger photodiode initiates a fluorescence detec-

tion gate. The initiation of the detection gate can be variably delayed 

with respect to the laser pulse, and its duration can be varied between 

0.1 and 10 wsec, The duration of the gate is primarily determined by 

the radiative lifetime of the species being investigated. The fluores~ 

cence detection gate and the signal from the PHT are sent to a gated 

single photon counting system which consists of an 1. R. S. 621·-BL dis~· 

criminator and a 100 MHz counter (Ortec Model 770), 

After the fluorescence detection, the experimental cycle is completed 

pul the ions out of the trap to an electron multiplier. In order 

to get a consistent ion signal from cycle to cycle a high voltage pulse 

must be synchronized with the R.F. trapping potential and applied to the 



bottom trap electrode. The resulting ion signal is measured by an L.R.S. 

227~sg integrator and is used to normalize the fluorescence signaL The 

fluorescence signal is also normalized with respect to laser power which 

is measured by a photodiode and the gated integrator. The final signal 

gathered by the integrator is used to calibrate the laser wavelength. 

Calibration is accomplished with the use of the optogalvanic effect
15 

in 

which the laser beam is directed into a hollow cathode discharge lamp 

containing neon. The fluorescence excitation spectrum is then calibrated 

with respect to Ne metastable transitions which are known throughout the 

visible region. 

The timing of an experimental cycle is controlled by a series of 

logic circuits. The detection gates initiated by this timing circuitry 

are generated by Tektronix P.G. 501 pulse generators. The timing and 

gating logic are not shown in Fig. 2 in the interest of clarity. An 

on~line PDP~8f computer is responsible for the overall control of the 

experiment. At the end of an experimental cycle, the computer gathers 

the signals from the integrator and initiates a new cycle, After a pre-

determined number of cycles the computer retrieves the signal from the 

counter and advances the laser wavelength by a preset increment. Typically 

the signal is averaged over several hundred laser pulses before advancing 

the wavelength. The computer normalizes the data, stores them on a 

disk 9 and produces a hard copy graph of the spectrum. 

The CH+ (CD+) spectra were produced under the following experimental 

conditions. The ions were created from CH
4 

(CD4) at a background pressure 

of 10-5 Torr with an ionization period of 2.0 msec. The fluorescence de~ 

tection gate was 1 ~sec in duration and was initiated 200 nsec after the 

laser pulse, The fluorescence signal was averaged over 500 laser pulses 
0 

at each wavelength and the wavelength was advanced by 0.1 A increments, 
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In the determination of radiative lifetimes, the experimental arrange

ment is modified somewhat, Control of the experimental timing is shifted 

from the computer to an internally controlled pulse cycle, The timing 

sequence is unchanged when operating in this mode, but the laser wave

length remains fixed, and the signal is collected continuously, The 

output signal from the PMT is fed into a discriminator and then into a 

Tracor Northern NS 575 digital signal averager with a Biomation time base, 

This system provides a 10 nsec channel width which is suitable for 

the radiative decay rates encountered in the present studies. The 

Biomation time base is triggered by the pulse which initiates the 

detection gate in the normal mode of operation, The total width of the 

signal averager's time base in these studies was 102LJ channels; i.e., 

10.2L+ psec. 

For the collection of frequency scanned spectra, the Molectron 

UV-1000 nitrogen laser is used as a pump source for the dye laser because 

such lasers possess relatively high duty cycles, The fluctuations in 

laser power are corrected for on a shot to shot basis as discussed earlier, 

For measurements of fluorescence decay rates, however, it is desirable 

to maintain a steady laser power level throughout each determination, 

The frequency tripled output of a Quanta Ray Nd:YAG laser was found to 

vary in output power by only a few per cent and was used as the dye 

laser pump for all decay rate measurements. 

For radiative decay measurements the dye laser is tuned into reson

ance with a strong transition in the vibronic band under study. The 

resulting fluorescence signal as a function of time is then accumulated 

in the signal averager for a period of several hundred thousand experi

mental cycles, The dye laser is then detuned from resonance, typically 
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by several A~ and a background signal is subtracted for an equivalent 

time period. Data from the signal averager are then transferred to a 

PDP·~8 computer for analysis., The experimental arrangement is schematical 

depicted in Fig. 3. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Laser induced fluorescence spectra were collected for the 0+ 0 and 

2 1 bands of the A1n x1z:+ system for both cr/ and CD·+. ta·· 

ti.ve ion.s of each band are reproduced in Fig 1 s 4 and 5. Observed 

line frequencies are tabulated in Tables I~ II and III. Because no new 

+ lines belonging to the 2 + 1 band of CH were observed, we have omitted 

this band from the tables. Assignments for lines belonging to the + CH 

band 
16 

system were based upon the rotational constants of Douglas which 

accurately reproduced low J components of each band but increasingly 

overestimated transition frequencies at higher J. It is clear that for 

a diatomi.c hydride suc.h as CH +, high J levels of a band system may not 

fit a Dunham expansion formula unless higher order correction terms are 

included (L e., H terms), Using the molecular constants of Douglas we 
v 

calculated H constants for each band system but could not obtain adequate 
v 

agreement between calculated and observed frequencies. Therefore, an 

unweighted least squares fit of all observed line frequencies was used 

to produce a new set of molecular constants given in Table IV, The A 

doubling constant, q
0

, was found to identical to that deduced by Douglas 

~1 
and Morton: q

0 
~ 0,038 em , 

The rotational constants for CD+ obtained in emission studies by 

A oP J oP 1 17 f d t b d • d • 1 J ntl.c-·. ovanov1.c et a_ , were oun o e a equate 1.n repro ucJ..ng m..r • 

components of each band for this isotopic species but, again, 



-1 
line frequencies too high for lines of increasing J (e.g .• 5.8 em too 

high for the 0,0 R
15 

line). An unweighted least squares fit of all 

observed transition frequencies produced the set of molecular constants 

in Table V., 

The difficulty encountered in attempt to fit high J campo-

nents of each band with molecular constants derived using lower J terms 

is most likely due to the unusual nature of the A1
JT potential curve for 

+ + both CH and CD . The nature of this potential is best understood if 

one examines the corresponding potential in the iso-electronic species, 

BH. 'l"h . 1 1 h b h b . f f 1 . . d . 18 _ 1s mo ecu e as een t.e su Ject o care u em1ss1on stu 1es 

and has been determined to possess a barrier in the rotationless paten-

1 c , A1 11 19 tia curve 01 tne state. Early calculations
20 

indicated that the 

A state 
2 2 

from B( 'P) + H( ·s) is initially repulsive ln nature, 

but a strong interaction between thls curve and an attractive curve 

arislng from B(
2

D) + H(2s) overcomes the repulsion and gives rise to the 

observed bound state. 

While it might be expected that the A1n state of CH+ might exhibit 

similar behavior, the appearance of a potential maximum is by no means 

assured. The presence of the attractive charge-induced dipole force 

means that at R values, may well exhibit attractive behavior. 

If the interaction with the attractive curve arising from the C+( 2D) + 

H(
2s) asymptote becomes strong before the repulsive nature of the A1n 

curve crvercomes the charge-induced dipole attraction, the result is a 

bound ial curve with unusual R dependence but no potential maximum. 

The calculations of Green ~e.J:_ ~~· 21 
suggest that, in fact, there is no 

actual barrier in the rotationless curve. 

As ls apparent upon examination of the spectra reproduced here, we 

have observed no laser induced fluorescence which is not attributable to 
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the particular ion under study, The present study covered the tv ave~· 

0 0 

length region from Li,l30 A to 4400 A. A thorough search throughout this 

was conducted for any possible inte species 

such as background neutral fluorescence or transitions originat in 

metastable levels of CH+ populated in the ion formation process, No 

such interference was found. The recent photodissociation studies of 

C 
L 

1 
22,23 ,osuy et a. • that the 3n state of CH+ (T - 9200 em ... 

e 

in fact~ to some extent in the electron ionizat.ton of 

CH
4

, although the relative amount of population in the s and 

triplet manifolds is difficult to estimate from the available data, 

If l 1 . f c 24 . l ' . 'b J • .. . t 1e ana_ ys~s o arre ~s correct t 1en trans1.t1ons e .ong1ng to 

the 
3

z:: +-
3n system might be expected to appear strongly only below 

0 

3700 A, thus leaving the spectral regions under study here free from 

interference. 

Several interesting features are apparent in the spectra presented 

here. Examination of the spectra reveals a linewidth noticeably 

than the bandwidth of the dye laser. The source of this broadening is 

the large Doppler profile of ions stored in a trap such as this. 

25 Recently~ a study of the spacial distribution of L:L+ in a quadrupole 

trap similar to our own determined a line width consistent with an ion 

thermal temperature of 5000 K. Thus, for an ion of a similar to 

mass ratio, and for similar operating conditions it is reasonable. to 

expect such a line broadening, We estimate an ion translational 

ature of ~4000 K for ions stored under the conditions described herec 

A result of this large translational energy is that ions 

with a given rotational population distribution may be thermalized to 

a temperature much higher than room temperature. This may be done by 

introducing some inert gas to the vacuum chamber in addition to the 



parent gas 9 but at a higher partial pressure~ and allowing the ions to 

experience many high energy collisions. Using this approach it should 

be possible to collisionally populate high J levels in selected ions 

and to observe, by suitable means~ rotational predissociation, thus 

providing accurate estimates of dissociation energies. Such information 

is generally lacking for molecular ions. 

Another interesting feature which is evident in both spectra is 

the high rotational temperature of the ions even in the absence of 

such collisional effects. This stands in contrast to the apparently 

much cooler rotational distribution observed in emission studies. One 

may infer from published emission photographic plates and tabulations 

of observed lines a rotational temperature of 350 to 400 K for ions 

created in the state, whereas, in the present study, rotational 

distributions corresponding to temperatures of 3000 K are seen for the 

x1 state. This broad rotational distribution is not the result of 

+ + 
high energy ion-neutral collisions involving CH (CD ) of the type 

mentioned above as the experimental conditions under which these spectra 

were obtained provide a nearly collision free environment for the ions. 

Thus, this distribution reflects the initial product state distribution 

of CH +(CD+) x1
z.: + created in the electron impact fragmentation of me theme 

(excepting possible radiative contributions from short lived electronic 

states). The cooler distributions characteristic of the emission studies 

are most likely the result of the many thermalizing collisions which may 

occur at the high pressures employed, 

A comparison of the relative intensities of transitions originating 

in v" = 0 and v" """ 1 also provides a measure of the degree of internal 

excitation. By scaling the observed transit:Lon intensity by the transition 

14 



ility an estimate of the relative vibrational tions c&.n be 

made, For CH+ a convenient line for this is the ]_:I 

which is from other s in both bands. 

calculated oscillator tabulated by Kusunoki and Ott 

vibrational of -ssoo K is obtained. This value is 

factor of tvm than the corresponding temperature deriv<::.d earlier 

from the rotational distribution. Laser induced fluorescence spe r::;. 

were also recorded for the 0 + 0 band of this transition 

source of It was found that the rotational and vi 

tional population distributions are essentially identical to those 

obtained using CH
4 

as a source. 

+ Examination of the spectra obtained for CD yields similar con·~ 

elusions. The rotational distribution is quite broad (as is 

for a much smaller B
0

") with a characteristic temperature of ~'3000 IC 

The presence of transitions originating in v" "" 1 is rnore 

in this case (as expected) permitting a more accurate determination of 

+ the molecular constants than for CH , 

The of using the previously described l 

to measure radiative lifetimes was tested by che 

radiative lifetimes of excited electronic states in several molecular 

ions for which reliable experimental data exist. The systems 

chosen were the N
2
+ B2

l: -+ x2
2: system with a v' 0 radiative lifetime 

f . 60 d h co+ A21·1 + o . nsec an· t .e __ l: system with a v' 2 radiative life· 

time of 3.25 ]lsec. These two limits a sensitive test of the · 

of our approach for both short and long lifetimes, The 

. z-;..,29 
results were in excellent agreement with accepted values, 

Direct measurements of the A
1n radiative lifetime were made for thee 

v' 0 level :Ln both + and CD , The results for CH+ are in 

JS 



6, The line used to pump this transition vias the strong bandhead 

line consisting of the overlapping R
3 

and R
5 

members of the 0~0 band 

(see , 4), The radiative lifetime determined in this study, 1
0

"" 815 

nsec, is larger than any previous experimental determination. This 

result is, however, in rather good agreement w:ith the theoretical 

results of Yoshimine et aL 
10 

\vhich predict a radiative lifetime for 

the (v = 0) state of from 660 ~ 800 nsec. The range of presently 

accepted 
8 9 values spans 250 nsec to 630 nsec. All previous 

at s to record the radiative lifetime of this ion has relied upon 

some variation of the high frequency electron deflection technique 

. . 5 described by Sm1th. This method is potentially subject to error in 

several respects. High energy (several keV) electrons are used to 

+ create the excited CH from some parent neutral molecule. Such high 

energy electrons make any specific state selection in the ion impossible 

and almost certainly result in population cascading from highly excited 

electronic states of the ion. A second significant source of error 

which may manifest itself is the rapid spacial dissipation of ions from 

the effective viewing region due to the strongly repulsive ion-ion 

forces. Erman9 has attempted to minimize the distortions of the 

measured decay curve due to the second effect by introducing low energy 

electrons to the ionization region. thus neutralizing some of the space 

charge due to the positive ions. In this respect, it is significant 

that the result be obtained, 1
0 

630 nsec, is that in closest agreement 

with our own. 

We measured the radiative lifetime for CD+ A
1n (v' "' 0) using the 

overlapping R
3 

and R
5 

lines (see Fig. 5) as a pumping leveL The result 

820 0 h h f ~ + .b obtained, _ ± 5 nsec, is slightly larger t an t at .. ound for CH . ut 

the accompanying error is larger due to the weaker signal. 

16 



The osci.llator strength for the (0,0) band of CH+ can be estimated 

. 10 -"3 . . by scaling the calculated value (f = 6.45 x 10 ) by the rat1o of the 
00 

to the measured ratiative lifetimes. The result. h3 

f (5.8 ± 0.2) X 
00 

SuHMARY 

These s have px-obed the ro~vibronic distribution of the 

'+ ~+ electronic: state of CH and CD ions created by electron 

impact ionization of CH
4 

and CD
4

. These ions are found to have sub-~ 

stantial rotational and vibrati.onal excitation, and many new transitions 

from high J states are observed. Essentially the san1E' 

distributions are found whether methane or acetylene. are used as 

gases. In addition, the radiative lifetime of the v ~ 0 level of the 

A1n state was measured and found to be in good agreement with calculated 

values, but considerably longer than previously measured values. The 

technique described here should prove to have wide application to the 

study of small reactive ions. 
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Table L Observed line fiequencies (in cm-1) 
for the CH+ A1n + I:+ (0~0) band 

:;:;=.:-======-=-=..==-:;.-;:;::.-:;.-:;;-.:;:;;;;:-_:;-===-~=·=::::::::::==~~__.::;;::;:;o=~=-:=;::.,-;:.--::;:::::.-:;=:::::=-";::_-

J R branch Q branch p branch 

0 23619.85 a 

1 23637' 71 23591.89 

2 23650.48 23581,77 23536.26 

3 23658.14 23566,56 23498.57 

4 23660.52 23546.23 23455.87 

5 23657.55 23520.70 23408.37 

6 23649.10 23489.92 23355.9 

7 23635.01 23453.76 23298.4 

8 23615.1 23!+12' 16 23235.8 

9 23589.2 23365.0 23168.2 

10 23557.1 23311,9 23095.3 

11 23518.6 23253.3 23017.0 

12 23473.5 23188.1 22933.2 

13 23422.0 23117.4 22843.9 

14 23362.8 23029.5 22748,/f 

15 23296.2 22955.0 22647.5 

16 23222.2 22863.0 22540.0 

17 23139.9 22763.8 

18 230!+9.1 22658.1 

19 22950.6 22544.2 

20 22842.0 

21 22724.5 

a,· d d ·] 1 Entrtes quote to two ec1ma _ p __ aces are 
the more accurate values from Douglas and 
Herzbergl. Those with one are from this 
measurement. The two data sets were used as 
listed here in the least-squares reduction. 
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Table II. Observed line frequencies (in cm-1
) 

for the CD+ A1n x1 t+ (2; 1) band 

J R branch 0 branc:h P branc:h 

0 24105,67 

1 24112' 90 2L,09L 05 

2 24116. en 24083.28 b 

3 24115,80 24071.90 24039.15 

I+ 2L;llL !+9 24056,70 20,013' 15 

5 24103,30 24037.65 23983.24 

6 2409L 05 24014.69 23949.84 

7 24075,02 23987,85 23912.44 

8 24054,90 23957,16 23871.31 

9 24031,0 23922.42 23825,4 

10 24003,6 23883,75 b 

11 23972,1 23840,82 23724.4 

12 23937.5 23793,8 23667,0 

13 23897,1 237U.O 

14 23853.0 2368L 0 

15 23802,2 

16 23753,0 

17 23687,9 

ries quoted to two decimal places are the . 
1 c A .... J. .... 1-17 more ac:curate va .ues 1rom nt1e~ ovanovlc et: a. , 

-~- ~~ 

Those with one are from this measurement, The 
two data sets were used as listed here in the 
least-squares reduction. 

bM. · . k 1 d d 1ss1ng entrles were wea or over appe an 
not resolved, 
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Table IlL Observed line frequencies (j.n cm-'1) 
for the CD+ A1n + x1z+ (0,0) band 

J R branch Q branch p branch 
~-~>~~~c<~~~-,Y~~-·<·~-~~~~~~«·~·-~--=~~-~~,.-~~~~ ~ 

0 23760.03a 

1 23769,83 23744.90 

2 23776.93 23739,48 2371Lf.63 

3 23781.35 23731. L10 23694.20 

4 23783.00 23720.62 23671.10 

5 23782.02 23707,10 23645.35 

6 23777' 90 23690.86 23616.94 

7 23771.10 2367L86 23585.96 

8 2T76L53 23650,05 23552.25 

9 237L!8. 90 23625.40 23516.0 

10 23733.31 23597.88 23477.0 

11 23714.65 23567.38 23435.8 

12 23692.1 b 23390.3 

13 23667.5 23497.8 23343.6 

1L! 23639.4 23458' .6, 23292.8 

15 23608.2 23~cl6.2 23239.4 

16 23573.5 23370.2 

17 b 23320.9 

18 23493.2 23269.1 

19 23448.0 23212.2 

20 23397.9 

21 23345,3 

22 23286.9 

23 23219.3 
;:;--...=-_-==:;:;~~~=~==;:;:_-;::;::=::<;;-·~-=--.=..-=:-;::-=-:;-,.==...-~~...::;;;.;;-:;:,:;:;:;;;::::~:.:::::.;::,:::;.=== 

aSee footnote a to Table II. 

bSee footnote b to Table II. 
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Table IV, Holeeular eonstants (in cm-,1) for 
+ the CH (0,0) band 

·-};: 

\)00 23596.81 (01) 

RP 
lL Lf532 (37) B . 

0 

B Q 
0 

11.4169 (41) 

Do 
RP 0.0020.50 (9) 

) Q 
J () 0.002049 (11) 

B II 

0 
13.9303 (40) 

D II 

0 
0.001373 (11) 

* Numbers in parentheses represent a one 
standard deviation uncertainty in the last 
digits of each constant. 



Table V, Molecular constants for the (0,0) and (2,1) bands 

f. ('D+ V 'L ' ·~ l d A
0 

• o.. J , a. ues :tn em an unJ.ts 

See footnote, Table IV. 

. -=·=== 

(2,1) 

24095.08 (1) 

5,L.,79 (49) 

0.00088 (48) 

0. 00071 (62) 

-6 2.5 (L5) X 10 

~6 
1.2 (2,2) X 10 

0.014 

7.416 (46) 

0.00125 (56) 

4.5 (2,0) X 10~6 
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FICUJU<: CAPTIONS 

J, Schematic a vertical slice of the qu 

c; 
Jo 

ion trap used h1 the st A radio volt 

to the center electrodE' while the top and 

trades are maintained at tial. Ions, spaci.al.ly .i.JJ cd 

to the enclosed Y possc::ss a 

used in the sc.anr1ing 

The and t::Lrning sequeno0 d 

used to deten1dne radJattve l:ifetJinc!'; 'J'hf' 

resulting trace is fed to a PDP-8 for date:1 nn 

of the spectrum obtained for the (0,,0) [;and oi 

baud 

of the figure. While other members of this hand should be appancn 

their identification. 

ive 

·+ (2,1) bands of the CD 

oE the obtained for the (0,0) 

+ The unob;:;eJ·ved P
10 

'line 

ted an X) is buried in the (0,0) bandhead. 

6. Lease squares fi.t to the data collected frorn the of the 
_., 

(v' level of CH'. The result, T 815 25 nsec.~ 1f1 

aver, age of several such me.asurements. 
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